Do community responses influence OSS contributor retention? A survival analysis
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Open source software (OSS) projects usually employ a community-based model, where geographically distributed developers from around the world collaborate online [1]. With the rise of social coding sites like GitHub, contributing to OSS projects has become easier and more accessible, motivating many developers to join the OSS community [2]. The continued submission of high-quality contributions from these community developers has led to numerous corrections, improvements, and innovations in many successful OSS projects [1,2]. Therefore, attracting and retaining community contributors is crucial to the survival of OSS projects.

To assist OSS projects in retaining external community contributors, a large body of research has focused on understanding the factors that influence contributor retention in OSS projects [3–5]. However, the effects of community responses have not been well studied. OSS development is inherently collaborative and social, and prior studies have highlighted the importance of community responses in OSS collaboration. Despite this, there is a lack of studies quantitatively analyzing how factors related to community responses, such as whether a contributor received a reply or the sentiment of those replies, influence OSS contributor retention. Particularly, GitHub has introduced a social feature called reactions [6] (similar to emojis) that allows participants to easily express feelings. Investigating how these reactions are associated with contributor retention could offer valuable insights.

Moreover, individuals can participate in OSS projects in several different ways, such as submitting pull-requests (PRs), reporting issues, and posting discussion comments. In our preliminary examination, we examined and compared the survival rates of PR submitters (PRSs), issue reporters (IRs), and comment posters (CPs). Interestingly, we observed differences among the survival curves, and pairwise log-rank tests confirmed that these differences were statistically significant. It is important to explore to what extent these differences can be attributed to community responses.

To better understand OSS contributors’ retention, we conducted a longitudinal survival analysis based on historical participation data collected from five OSS projects.

Methodology. Our analysis was conducted within the context of GitHub, one of the largest and most well-known OSS platforms. We focused on five GitHub projects: Rails, Bootstrap, Ansible, Elasticsearch, and TensorFlow. These projects were chosen because their popularity and activity levels provide representative and adequate data for our analysis. Moreover, these projects were written in five different programming languages and covered various application domains, adding diversity and representativeness to our data set.

For each project, we accessed the official GitHub API to gather data on contributors’ activities from the creation date of that project until the examination date (October 19th, 2021). We excluded maintainers (i.e., core team members) and bots from our analysis to focus on peripheral participants in OSS communities. After removing bots’ and maintainers’ activities, we had a data set of 99015 contributors. We considered three types of participation activities in OSS projects: submitting PRs, reporting issues, and posting comments on others’ PRs/issues. Our study concentrated on single-role contributors who performed a single type of activity and constitute the majority, including PRSs, IRs, and CPs. Multi-role contributors (e.g., contributors who not only reported issues but also submitted PRs), who accounted for only 20% of all contributors, were left for future work. To investigate how community responses affect OSS contributors’ retention and how these effects vary among different types of contributors, we split the data into three subsamples based on contributor types and performed a survival analysis for each type.

In each survival analysis, we used the Cox proportional-hazards regression model [7]. This model is widely used in survival analysis to examine the effects of several observed variables on the hazard rate of a specified event (i.e., outcome variable). The outcome variable in our analysis is the occurrence of the leaving event: a contributor remains inactive in an OSS project for a long time. Following common practice [4], we defined 12 months of inactivity as the threshold for detecting a leaving event. Contributors were considered disengaged from a project in the current month if no activities were observed in the subsequent 12 time windows. Considering the right censorship, contributors whose last activity occurred less than 12 months prior to the end of our observation period were treated as still active. Additionally, 3.7% of contributors remained inactive for over 12 months...
but later returned to make new contributions. Based on our definition of the leaving event, these contributors were considered exceptional cases and, therefore, excluded from our analysis.

The Cox regression model’s input variables are the following. We aggregated the activities of each contributor by one-month time units and computed monthly values for all variables.

**replied.** This dummy variable indicates whether the contributor has received replies to her/his activities in the current month. The variable is set to true if the participant has received a reply from any of their historical activities.

**response_senti.** This variable represents the accumulated sentiment score computed over all responses received in the current month. Specifically, we used the state-of-the-art sentiment analysis tool Sent4SD, retrained from GitHub data, to analyze text sentiment [8]. For each reply text, Sent4SD categorizes sentiment polarity into negative, neutral, and positive, which we converted to numerical scores of −1, 0, and 1. If this variable exceeds 0, it indicates that the contributor has received more positive replies than negative ones in the current month.

**reaction.** This dummy variable shows whether the contributor received reaction responses in the current month. On GitHub, contributors can add eight different reactions to PRs, issues, and comments: thumbsUp ( coração ), thumbsDown (ixo), laugh ( hooray ), confused ( 😲), heart ( 😍), hooray ( 😊), rocket ( 👨‍💻), and eyes ( 😍). Similar to the replied variable, this variable is set to true if the contributor has received a reaction from any one of their historical activities.

We also included eight corresponding variables to represent the percentage of each type of reaction received in the current month.

Additionally, we included the following control factors:

- **repo_age.** This variable indicates the time elapsed from when the project was hosted on GitHub to the current month (measured in months).
- **n_stars.** This variable denotes the number of stars that the project has received until the current month.
- **n_forks.** This variable represents the number of forked repositories of the project until the current month.
- **n_commits.** This variable indicates the number of commits made to the project’s source code repository until the current month.
- **n_tasks.** This variable measures the number of new issues and PRs submitted to the project during the current month.
- **n_contors.** This variable indicates the number of active contributors to the project during the current month.
- **act_counts.** This variable measures the number of active contributors that the project has engaged in the current month.
- **act_desc.** Generally, contributors provide a textual description when reporting an issue or submitting a PR to OSS projects. This variable indicates the average length of issue/PR description or comments created by the contributor in the current month.

When building the models, we considered multicollinearity between the variables and removed variables, as needed, using the variance inflation factor (VIF) indicator, compared to the maximum of 5, which was commonly adopted in previous studies. In our case, the variables **n_forks** and **n_commits** were removed owing to multicollinearity. Among the remaining variables, the highest VIF value was 4.13, indicating that multi-collinearity was not a concern.

**Results.** Table 1 presents summaries of our three Cox regression models, which reveal the influence of various variables on OSS contributors’ sustained participation. Model-1 (N = 11086 contributors), Model-2 (N = 38792 contributors), and Model-3 (N = 45470 contributors) were built based on the participation activity data of PRs, IRs, and CPs, respectively. The results are reported in the form of hazard ratios (HRs). An HR above 1 indicates a positive association with the event probability (i.e., leaving the project in our context), while an HR below 1 indicates a negative association.

From the table, we observe that all control variables have a significant effect, with four of them presenting consistent effects among all three models. For instance, the variables **repo_age** and **n_stars** have HR values below 1, indicating that as the project becomes older, the number of stars, and thereby contributors, regardless of their role, are more likely to remain involved. By contrast, the variables **act_counts** and **act_descs** have HR values above 1, indicating that contributors have a higher probability of leaving the project when they are engaged in heavier and more complex tasks. Interestingly, the variables **n_tasks** and **n_contors** present significant but inconsistent effects across the three models. For the variable **n_tasks**, we observe that when there are more newly submitted tasks in a project, both PRs (HR = 0.739 in Model-1 and 1) and IRs (HR = 0.894 in Model-2) are less likely to leave the project. On the contrary, CPs have a higher chance of leaving, as indicated by an HR value greater than 1 (i.e., 1.494 in Model-3). As for the variable **n_contors**, we find that when there are more active contributors in the project, both PRs (HR = 1.505 in Model-1) and IRs (HR = 1.183 in Model-2) have a higher probability of leaving the project. However, CPs are more likely to stay in the project (HR = 0.774 in Model-3).

For variables related to community responses, the variable **replied** presents significant but different effects across the three models. Specifically, the HR values in Model-1 (HR = 1.156), Model-2 (HR = 1.206), and Model-3 (HR = 0.921) indicate that CPs are more likely to retain when receiving responses, while PRs and IRs have a higher chance of leaving the project upon receiving responses. Interestingly, the HR values of the variable **replied X response_senti** in Model-1 (HR = 0.939) and Model-2 (HR = 0.938) show that a higher percentage of positive feedback in the received responses would decrease the possibility of PRs and IRs leaving.

The significant effects and HR values of the variable **reaction** in Model-1 (HR = 0.719) and Model-2 (HR = 0.853) show that responding with reactions helps to retain PRs and IRs. However, CPs are not significantly affected. As for the specific type of reactions, only the reactions 🙌 and 😊 did not present any significant effect in all three models. The variable **reaction X thumbsUp** presents a significant, negative effect in Model-2 (HR = 1.990), indicating that IR retention would be negatively affected by the reaction 😊. Although this influence is slight, it is the exact opposite of what we would have expected, i.e., the reaction 😊 expresses a positive opinion, and contributors receiving this reaction would be more willing to stay in the project. As expected, the variable **reaction X thumbsDown** has a significant, negative effect in Model-1 (HR = 1.516) and Model-2 (HR = 1.237). This means PRs and IRs have a higher chance of leaving the project when they receive the reaction 😞, which represents responders’ negative opinions. How-
ever, such influence was not observed for CPs. The variable reaction X eyes only presents a significant effect in Model-3, with an HR value of (HR = 0.803), indicating that CPs are more likely to stay in the project when receiving the reaction ❤️. Surprisingly, the HR value (HR = 1.944) of the variable reaction X confused in Model-1 indicates that the probability of leaving the project for PRSs would increase by 94.4% ((1.944 – 1) × 100%), if they received the reaction 😞. In both Model-1 and Model-2, the variable reaction X rocket presents a significant, positive effect, meaning that PRSs and IRs are more likely to stay in the project when they receive the reaction 🚀. As for the variable reaction X heart, we observe a significant, positive effect in both Model-1 and Model-3, indicating that PRSs and CPs would have a lower chance of leaving when they received the reaction 💔.

Conclusion and implication. Our survival analysis provides evidence that positive responses from the community help retain contributors in OSS projects, and PRSs are more sensitive about reactions than IRs and CPs. Particularly, reactions 👍 and 😞 would significantly increase PRS' possibility of leaving the project, while reactions 🚀 and 💔 positively impact their willingness to stay.

Given the importance of retaining OSS contributors, we suggest the following: (1) OSS community members should be cautious when making comments or reactions with negative implications to avoid causing disengagement; (2) OSS platforms can design tools to automatically detect discussion threads with an excessive number of negative responses and call for necessary intervention from project maintainers.
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